Hi family,
Recently a lot has come through about the time we are in now, the loops back in the timeline, the
resets, the many experiments by the Greys, Zetas and Illuminati and followers, the blue Sun creator
seed that has sprouted and is now moving through the layers, the Elemental realms and the
connection between Joshua, Mary and the Blue Sun Seed. A new story of Jesus coming through.
Terra's quantum ability to loop us back in time has run out, leaving us now in the Satanic endgame.
Terra is meant to be a paradise, since the infiltration of heartless technological races, such as the
Zetas, the Grays, Illuminati and followers, we as you know or now hear for the first time, live in a
satanic shadow of what Terra really is, a paradise. In this satanic shadow version, we still find
paradise through the animal, nature and elemental realms. Fortunately, they were not able to
infiltrate everything. The heart of Terra and the four realms that protect her, the blue solar creator
seed that Jeshua and Mary have manifested, and their dimension Sirius C, where the love light is
safely kept. And so Terra's original codes have been well protected and preserved, by us as carriers
and by the four Earth realms that are directly connected to her heart. Our Elemental family, the
animals and nature, help us with the process of exposing the consciously satanic infused shadow
programs and transforming them back to zero and reconnecting with our creator seal, which is
hidden deep within our DNA and heart. Because they can't get there. This creator seal in our hearts
is where we find our original creator coding and keep all the true memories of our souls journey
through the eons. But of course, first we have to illuminate/decode/overwrite all shadow programs,
before we can come home again in our true light and in direct connection with our inner creator and
alchemist power. We cannot avoid this.
The Blue Sun Creator Seed;
The good news is that the blue creator sunseed created by Jeshua and Mary and placed in the Heart
of Terra (more on this later) has germinated since early 2022, anchored and is now a beautiful blue
sun sphere. Moving through the layers. Ever since I was a child, I have been saying that the real sun
is blue, because I am connected to the blue sun seed. And so many with me. For a long time I
thought I was a Blue Ray, but it is now described as the connection with the blue sun seed and
Sirius C. The souls that managed to turn away from the white light, during an incarnation round,
have been to Sirius C and got their blue seed encoding there for their future work with the Blue Sun
Seed. I am told we are the Blue Rays. As far as I know and have experienced now, I am part of the
Core group, the anchor and elements encoding group. I root the Blue Sun deep in the original
template/heart of our Terra. I then send the original element codes from my creator seat to her heart,
and she sends them activated through the roots back up again. Through a path that I activate and
create, I bring the codes (representing the new elements) to the spot in the Blue Sun where it is
allowed to anchor and spread. As far as I understand now, there are many who are working with the
Blue Sun. Each has its own expertise and element. It is now slowly becoming a 2nd Terra, but even
more beautiful than ever before. I am recognizing that it is important for all of us to connect as
much as possible with the Blue Sun, our New Earth.
The infiltration;
Much of what I am sharing now is old news for many of you, yet I repeat it for the souls who are
now awakening into this. Almost everything has been infiltrated, and a lot is controlled, man, the
weather, our solar system, the moon, and many other dimensions. In this current timeline since the
1930s we have been infiltrated through our bloodstream with high-tech technology introduced in
our childhood through the "childhood sickness" jab shots. These heartless ones who have infiltrated
Terra are technologically advanced, technology is what they are. I believe, they have no heart. They
are purely Satanic and Psychopathic. Not nice to hear, but it is what it is.

The disruption programs that have created an imbalance in our natural creator emotion experiences
have already been accomplished during their Consciousness Split experiment in Atlantis. This
experiment was brought to my attention during a reading for someone. I was taken to Atlantis to see
what they did there. This was set in motion when I asked the question, are they twin flames? This
also appears to be turned into a chasing program. During this split consciousness experiment,
however, two splits have arisen. Two consciousnesses in the mixer as it were, color coded jamming
programs in it, false Fibonacci coding over it, another maze layer, then split again and in a metatron
cube back into the body. And there are also 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 splits. Which again represent spheres.
There is also the Zero Sphere which is the 1 sphere and the 9th creator manifestation Sphere, the
New Earth/Blue Sun sphere. So we are all connected through consciousness and share infinitely
many memories with each other. In the video I explain it through a 2 split example and below this
text you will find an image of the 2 split movement, the spheres programs, my diamond razerblade
drawing I talk about in the video and the razerblade born out of the number 9. Hoping it will bring
more clarity. So during this Atlantis experiment they created an imbalance in our natural creator
emotion experiences, through light/color coding, extraterrestrial DNA, frequencies, input from the
Fibonacci and Metatron Maze Cube.
Everything we know today across the spectrum of mental and physical illnesses, they have created
around the year 1933. The origin of all forms of autism, cancers, obesity and everything else that
represents imbalance. They have injected the technological coding/nano technology via injections,
and sprayed poison and nanotechnology for the physical body and food via the air. The spraying
they have been doing since the 1960s. Some of you are yawning right now, but I repeat it for the
souls who are waking up in this now. All natural cures and books disappeared, and Big Pharma took
over. To make and keep people sick. Just another fun experiment and revenue model for them. The
main ingredient they always need to carry out their plans is imbalance due to fear and human
cooperation. And they succeeded in that. People have been getting fatter since the 1980s, when they
introduced Monsanto food. And then of course we have everything that has to do with media and
technology, through these mediums they can send encoding and mind programming frequencies,
through which, among other things, introduced satanic programs can be influenced. They also do it
through satanic mind control programs like the schools, churches and all that is government. When
there is fear frequency, they can literally turn on entities in the body that can take over the
personality. Can feed of you in a way. An entity is also a program, a satanic virus, as it were. If there
is no fear, they cannot survive. Now we are in the final phase, in which they will turn on a
frequency and control connection system worldwide via fiber optic cable, smoke detectors, lanterns
and 5G towers that will have an effect on humanity. This worldwide control system is also linked to
the Aladdin AI world brain and the souls that have not been able to make the connection with their
natural creator seal / DNA, have therefore chosen the C-pricks, now have a computer operating
system in their body with which they can be linked to the AI Brain. Of course, there are exceptions
that have had placebo or only 1 injection with a low dose. As far as I know now, in the moment of
death, they can upload consciousness to their cloud in Switzerland and become part of their slave AI
Metaverse. Because they can only create a technological dimension. Only we can create a natural
dimension, for we have hidden deep in our DNA and heart the creator seal. They can't get there.
They can disconnect consciousness via the C injections and their technology, but the creator seal
remains behind in the body if there is an AI consciousness upload, as far as I understand now.
Furthermore, they can overwrite and control the consciousness of the pricked person via the
inserted operating system, as it were. I can already see this happening in my area. In the video, I tell
how I experience this with my father and neighbors. Relatives that have turned into controlled
robots.
The Atlantis Experiment

Going back to the Atlantis Split consciousness experiment, here they have reversed the sacred order
of the 8 spheres, so the 8th sphere became the 1st sphere, (8 became zero and 1 became fear
programs), so in the game we have to always descend into the depths of the shadow to ascend again
to the zero point of the 1st sphere. In the video, I keep talking about the zero sphere. But I mean the
1st sphere, where you come home to zero point. As it comes through my Higher self (read future
self) we have also made eight loops back in this timeline, as it were. So in their Atlantis experiments
game, they also gave us the chance to loop back 8 times in this timeline to try again. They knew
Terra had so much Quantum capacity. This is over now, we have been in the endgame since 2022.
To me Atlantis feels very recent and when I ask my Higher Self about this, she tells me that Atlantis
took place after Tartaria. Shortly after this, Jeshua along with Maria managed to break through the
Atlantis experiment and became the first to return home to their harmonic zero point, reunited with
their original creator seed/seal and original creator template. Bringing them home to their true light
and the ninth Creator Sphere. The Sphere where only a pure love light can be present, the nothing
from which everything can be born, the nothing where our creator and alchemist power is activated.
The Sphere where we can create dimensions and so much more through visualization and dream
power. Jeshua and Mary created a heaven, which we know as Sirius C, the only dimension within
this universe that is still completely free of satanic influences and the dimension where they have
secured the Christian consciousness, which is called the love light, I'm told. In their merging of the
original masculine energy and feminine energy in their peak of love light and creator power, they
made a Blue Sun Seed together and placed it in the heart of Terra. Protected by her four realms. The
blue sun has been with me since childhood, I always believed that the real sun was blue, painted and
drew the sun blue too. Everything is now clear to me, and since the beginning of this year I was
taken to the germinating blue sun. Since then, I have been working with the Blue Sun. Last week I
have been working on the encoding and path of the new elements, the love light, the soul water, the
crystal earth and the nature kingdoms. I fully trust my heart and all that comes through my Higher
Self. That is why I decided to share all this with the collective, even do it maybe sounds crazy for
some LOL. The Blue Sun Seed has germinated in early 2022, because there are now enough souls
on Earth back home in their True love light, in their creator zero point, the nothingness, the 9th
Dream creator Sphere. Our way out of this Satanic Matrix is the 9th Sphere, finding the harmonic
zero within ourselves, where the original feminine and masculine energies merge. Connecting and
making love with other souls who are also at home in their true light, their zero point. Is also so
creator powerful and magical! Let's connect every day with the seed that has now become a radiant
Blue Sun, it is wonderful to be in and with the blue sun. Connect and feel for yourself.
Always connected through our love light,
Much love Qizenna
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In the two images you see one the next two pages, the first image I made asking about more
details about sub-programs they gave us later on via Media, Big Pharma injections, Churches,
Schools etc. And in the second image you see the two spilt process.

